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Abstract This chapter presents the concept of Digital Language Equality (DLE) that
was at the heart of the European Language Equality (ELE) initiative, and describes
the DLE Metric, which includes technological factors (TFs) and contextual factors
(CFs): the former concern the availability of Language Resources and Technologies
(LRTs) for the languages of Europe, based on the data included in the European
Language Grid (ELG) catalogue, while the latter reflect the broader socio-economic
contexts and ecosystems of the languages, as these determine the potential for LRT
development. The chapter discusses related work, presents the DLE definition and
describes how it was implemented through the DLEMetric, explaining how the TFs
and CFs were quantified. The resulting scores of the DLE Metric for Europe’s lan-
guages can be visualised and compared through the interactive DLE dashboard, to
monitor the progress towards DLE in Europe.1

1 Introduction and Background

The META-NET White Paper Series (Rehm and Uszkoreit 2012) showed the clear
imbalance in terms of technology support for 31 European languages as of 2012
(see Chapter 1). Beyond the official European and national languages, more than
60 regional and minority languages (RMLs) are protected by the European Char-
ter for Regional or Minority Languages and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of
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the EU. Against this background, the EU-funded project European Language Equal-
ity (ELE) has addressed the issue of Digital Language Equality (DLE) in Europe,
with the intention of tackling the imbalances across Europe’s languages, that have
widened even further in the meantime, as explained in Chapter 4. ELE’s contribu-
tion to advancing DLE in Europe hinges on a systematically developed and inclusive
all-encompassing strategic research, innovation and implementation agenda (SRIA)
and a related roadmap to drive forward much needed efforts in this direction (see
Chapter 45). The present chapter describes the notion of DLE and the associated
metric that are at the heart of these plans, and presents the DLE dashboard that vi-
sualises the digital support of each European language, so as to monitor the overall
progress towards DLE in Europe, also in a comparative fashion across languages.

Despite the persisting imbalances, Europe has come a longway in recognising and
promoting languages as fundamental rights of its people and essential components of
its unique combined cultural heritage, and this awareness is reflected in research and
policy advancements of the last two decades. Krauwer (2003) represented one of the
earliest calls for action towards the development of Language Resources and Tech-
nologies (LRTs), in particular for under-resourced languages. In the following years,
several projects and initiatives contributed to the progress of Europe’s languages
in terms of technological and digital support; some of the main efforts in this area
that laid the foundation for subsequent substantial progress were, e. g., Euromatrix
(Eisele et al. 2008), iTranslate4.eu (Yvon and Hansen 2010), FLaReNet (Soria et al.
2012) and CLARIN (Hinrichs and Krauwer 2014). Additionally, META-NET, an
EU Network of Excellence forging the Multilingual Europe Technology Alliance,
was established and a group of projects (T4ME, CESAR, METANET4U, META-
NORD) promoted and supported the development of Language Technologies (LTs)
for all European languages (Rehm and Uszkoreit 2012, 2013; Rehm et al. 2016). The
EU project CRACKER (Cracking the Language Barrier, 2015-2017) continued the
work of META-NET, concentrating on additional strategy development and com-
munity building (Rehm et al. 2020). The most recent EU-funded projects continuing
efforts in this area were European Language Grid (ELG, Rehm 2023b) and European
Language Equality (ELE, Rehm et al. 2022), which collaborated closely, leading to
the development of the DLEMetric and the DLE dashboard presented in this chapter.

2 Related Work

While our work on DLE focused specifically on the languages of Europe, it is lo-
cated in a broader context of related recent efforts with a wider remit, which are
briefly reviewed here to pinpoint issues of interest for the subsequent presentation
of the definition of DLE, its metric and the dashboard. Joshi et al. (2020) investi-
gate the relation between the languages of the world and the resources available for
them as well as their coverage in Natural Language Processing (NLP) conferences,
providing evidence for the severe disparity that exists across languages in terms of
technological support and attention paid by academic, scientific and corporate play-
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ers. In a similar vein, Blasi et al. (2022, p. 5486) argue that the substantial progress
brought about by the generally improved performance of NLP methods “has been
restricted to a minuscule subset of the world’s approx. 6,500 languages”, and present
a framework for gauging the global utility of LTs in relation to demand, based on
the analysis of a sample of over 60,000 papers published at major NLP conferences.
This study also shows convincing evidence for the striking inequality in the devel-
opment of LTs across the world’s languages. While this severe disparity is partly in
favour of a few, mostly European, languages, on the whole, the vast majority of the
languages spoken in Europe are at a disadvantage.

Simons et al. (2022) develop an automated method to evaluate the level of techno-
logical support for languages across the world. Scraping the names of the supported
languages from the websites of over 140 tools selected to represent a good level of
technological support, they propose an explainable model for quantifying and mon-
itoring digital language support on a global scale. Khanuja et al. (2022) propose an
approach to evaluate NLP technologies across the three dimensions of inclusivity,
equity and accessibility as a way to quantify the diversity of the users they can serve,
with a particular focus on equity as a largely neglected issue. Their proposal consists
of addressing existing gaps in LRT provision in relation to societal wealth inequal-
ity. Khanuja et al. (2022) lament in particular the very limited diversity of current
NLP systems for Indian languages, and to remedy this unsatisfactory situation they
demonstrate the value of region-specific choices when building models and creat-
ing datasets, also proposing an innovative approach to optimise resource allocation
for fine-tuning. They also discuss the steps that can be taken to reduce the biases in
LRTs for Indian languages and call upon the community to consider their evaluation
paradigm in the interest of enriching the linguistic diversity of NLP applications.

Acknowledging that LTs are becoming increasingly ubiquitous, Faisal et al. (2022)
look into the efforts to expand the language coverage of NLP applications. Since a
key factor determining the quality of the latest NLP systems is data availability, they
study the geographical representativeness of language datasets to assess the extent
to which they match the needs of the members of the respective language commu-
nities, with a thorough analysis of the striking inequalities. Bromham et al. (2021)
examine the effects of a range of demographic and socio-economic aspects on the
use and status of the languages of the world, and conclude that language diversity
is under threat across the globe, including in industrialised and economically ad-
vanced regions. This study finds that half of the languages under investigation faced
serious risks of extinction, potentially within a generation, if not imminently. This
is certainly an extremely sombre situation to face up to, which calls for a large-scale
mobilisation of all possible efforts by all interested parties to avoid such a daunting
prospect, particularly in Europe, where multilingualism is recognised as an impor-
tant part of diversity. Establishing a working definition of DLE, devising a metric
to measure the situation of each European language with respect to DLE and im-
plementing an interactive dashboard to monitor progress in this direction are vital
elements of this large-scale endeavour.
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3 Digital Language Equality: Key Principles and Definition

The DLEMetric and the DLE dashboard can be used to measure, visualise and com-
pare the position of Europe’s languages with respect to DLE on the basis of up-to-
date and carefully chosen quantitative indicators. In this context, language equality
does not mean sameness on all counts, regardless of the respective environments of
the languages; in fact, the different historical developments and current situations of
the very diverse languages under consideration are duly taken into account, along
with their specific features, different needs and realities of their communities, e. g.,
in terms of number of speakers, ranges of use, etc., which vary significantly. It would
be naive and unrealistic in practice to disregard these facts, and to set out to erase
the differences that exist between languages, which are vital reflections of the rele-
vant communities of speakers and key components of Europe’s shared cultural her-
itage. This is also a core value of multilingualism in Europe, where all languages
are regarded as inherent components of the cultural and social fabric that connects
European citizens in their diversity.

In addition, the notion of DLE stays well clear of any judgement of the political,
social and cultural status or value of the languages, insofar as they collectively con-
tribute to a multilingual Europe that should be supported and promoted. Alongside
the fundamental concept of equality, we also recognise the importance of the notion
of equity, meaning that for some European languages, and for some of their needs, a
targeted effort is necessary to advance the cause of equality. For example, the avail-
ability of, and access to, certain resources and services (e. g., to revitalise a language,
or to promote education through that language) may be very important for some of
Europe’s languages, but by and large these are not pressing issues, for instance, for
most official national languages. With this in mind, the definition of DLE and the
implementation of the DLE Metric discussed below are intended to accurately cap-
ture the needs and expectations of the various European languages, and especially
the shortfalls with respect to being adequately served in terms of resources, tools
and technological services in the digital age, so as to support the large-scale efforts
to achieve DLE, also through data analytics and visualisation in the DLE dashboard.

The definition of DLE drew inspiration, among others, from the META-NET
White Paper Series (Rehm andUszkoreit 2012) and from the BLARK concept (Basic
Language Resource Kit, Krauwer 2003), which have been instrumental in assessing
the level of technological support for specific languages, and in particular in identi-
fying those that lag behind in the digital age and in encouraging the targeted inter-
ventions required to fill the gaps in LT support. These starting points were further
elaborated by the ELE consortium in collaboration with its vast networks of contacts
and partnerships, also in light of the latest developments in LRTs and in language-
centric AI techniques and of the evolution of the relevant institutional, academic,
industrial and business landscape that has grown and diversified considerably in the
last two decades, as discussed in other chapters of this book. Following a systematic
and inclusive consultation effort in the ELE consortium, the following consensus
was achieved (Gaspari et al. 2021, p. 4).
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Digital Language Equality (DLE) is the state of affairs in which all languages
have the technological support and situational context necessary for them to
continue to exist and to prosper as living languages in the digital age.

This definition was applied to 89 European languages in the project: all 24 of-
ficial EU languages, 11 additional official national languages and 54 RMLs. This
definition, in turn, provided the conceptual basis to design and implement a metric
to enable the quantification of the level of technological support of each European
language with descriptive, diagnostic and predictive value to promote DLE in prac-
tice. This approach allows for comparisons across languages, tracking their progress
towards the ultimate collective goal of DLE in Europe, as well as the prioritisation
of interventions to meet any needs, especially to fill identified gaps, focusing on re-
alistic and feasible targets, as part of the implementation of the all-encompassing
SRIA and related roadmap devised by ELE to drive the advancement towards DLE,
as described in detail in Chapter 45.

4 Implementing the Digital Language Equality Metric

Based on the definition of DLE, we describe the associated metric as follows (Gas-
pari et al. 2021, p. 4):

The Digital Language Equality (DLE) Metric is a measure that reflects the
digital readiness of a language and its contribution to the state of technology-
enabled multilingualism, tracking its progress towards the goal of DLE.

The DLE Metric is computed for each European language on the basis of a range
of quantifiers, grouped into technological factors (TFs, that correspond to the avail-
able resources, tools and services, Gaspari et al. 2022a) and situational contextual
factors (CFs, that reflect the broad socio-economic ecosystem of each language,
which determines the potential for technology and resource development, Grützner-
Zahn and Rehm 2022).

The setup and formulation of the metric are modular and flexible, i. e., they con-
sist of well-defined separate and independent, but tightly integrated quantifiers. In
particular, the TFs were devised so as to be compatible with the metadata schema
adopted by the European Language Grid cloud platform2 (Labropoulou et al. 2020;
Piperidis et al. 2023). The ELG cloud platform bundles together datasets, corpora,
functional software, repositories and applications to benefit European society, indus-
try and academia and administration, and provides a convenient single access point
to LRTs for Europe’s languages (Rehm 2023a).

2 https://www.european-language-grid.eu

https://www.european-language-grid.eu
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In addition, the definition of DLE and its associated metric have been designed
to be transparent and intuitive for linguists, LT experts and developers, language ac-
tivists, advocates of language rights, industrial players, policy-makers and European
citizens at large, to encourage the widest possible uptake and buy-in to the cause of
DLE across Europe. In establishing the DLE definition and its associated metric, an
effort was made for them to be founded on solid, widely agreed principles, but also
striking a balance between a methodologically sound and theoretically convincing
approach, and a transparent formulation. The rationale behind this approach was that
the DLE definition and its metric should be easily understood and able to inform fu-
ture language and LT-related policies at the local, regional, national and European
levels in order to guide and prioritise future efforts in the creation, development and
improvement of LRTs according to the SRIA and roadmap (see Chapter 45), with
the ultimate goal of achieving DLE in Europe by 2030.

Through data analytics and visualisation methods in the DLE dashboard (see Sec-
tion 7), European languages facing similar challenges in terms of LT provision can
be grouped together, and requirements can be formulated to support them in remedy-
ing the existing gaps and advancing towards full DLE. A crucial feature of the DLE
Metric is its dynamic nature, i. e., the fact that its scores can be updated and moni-
tored over time, at regular intervals or whenever one wishes to check the progress
or the status of one or more European languages. This is why the DLE Metric is a
valuable tool to achieve DLE for all European languages, and a key element of the
sustainable evidence-based SRIA and of the roadmap guiding future interventions
promoting LTs and language-centric AI across Europe.

5 Technological Factors

In order to objectively quantify the level of technological support for each of Eu-
rope’s languages, a number of TFs were considered. The following description
presents their main categories, illustrating the breadth and diversity of the LRTs
that they capture through the ELG catalogue (Rehm 2023a; Piperidis et al. 2023;
Labropoulou et al. 2020). In that regard, we assume that the ELG catalogue, with its
more than 13,000 LRTs at the time of writing, provides a representative picture of
the state of play of technology support of Europe’s languages.

The first category of TFs is based on the availability of LRs, i. e., corpora, datasets
or collections of text documents, text segments, audio transcripts, audio and video
recordings, etc., monolingual or bi-/multilingual, raw or annotated. This category
also encompasses language models and computational grammars and resources or-
ganised on the basis of lexical or conceptual entries (lexical items, terms, concepts,
etc.) with their supplementary information (e. g., grammatical, semantic, statistical
information, etc.), such as lexica, gazetteers, ontologies, term lists, thesauri, etc.

The resulting technological DLE score for each European language is a reflection
of the LRTs available in the ELG catalogue for that language. While the number of
available LRs is an essential aspect of a language’s digital readiness, the specific
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types and features of these LRs are equally important, insofar as they indicate how
well a language is supported in the different LT areas. To capture such aspects in
the DLE Metric, in addition to raw counts of available LRs, the following LR fea-
tures have also been taken into account and attributed specific weights in the scoring
mechanism (see Table 1, p. 66, in the Appendix):

• resource type
• resource subclass
• linguality type
• media type covered or supported
• annotation type (where relevant)
• domain covered (where relevant)
• conditions of use

The second category of TFs is based on the availability of tools and services of-
fered via the web or running in the cloud, but also downloadable tools, source code,
etc. This category encompasses, for example, NLP tools (morphological analysers,
part-of-speech taggers, lemmatisers, parsers, etc.); authoring tools (e. g. spelling,
grammar and style checkers); services for information retrieval, extraction, and min-
ing, text and speech analytics, machine translation, natural language understanding
and generation, speech technologies, conversational systems, etc. The features of
tools and services that are considered and assigned weights in the scoring system of
the DLE Metric (see Table 2, p. 67), are as follows:

• language (in)dependent
• type of input processed
• type of output provided
• type of function
• domain covered (where relevant)
• conditions of use

5.1 Weights and Scores

The weights given to the feature values of the LRTs quantify their contribution to the
DLE score with regard to the relevant TFs. The scoring system (see Tables 1 and 2)
is based on the assumption that for any language some features of LRTs contribute
more effectively to achieving DLE than others. Higher weights are assigned to fea-
ture values related to 1. more complex LRTs, e. g., tools that process or support more
than one modality, 2. more expensive and labour-intensive datasets or tools, e. g., in
terms of the effort required to build them, 3. more open or freely available datasets
and tools, and 4. additional envisaged applications that could be supported.

One guiding consideration in developing the DLE Metric, and especially in as-
signing the weights of the features and their values for the TFs, is to make the fewest
possible assumptions about the (preferred or supposedly ideal) use-cases and actual
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application scenarios that may be most relevant to users. These can vary widely for
all languages on the basis of a number of factors impossible to establish a priori.
We therefore refrained from predetermining particular preferred end-uses when im-
plementing the full specification of the DLE Metric, which otherwise would risk it
being unsuitable for some end-users and applications. Here we briefly review some
of the key features of the TFs, focusing on those that can have several values.

For instance, a feature of LRs that can receive several values is that of Annota-
tion Type, where applicable. In the implementation of the DLE Metric, we assign a
constant very small fixed weight, also based on the fact that some LRs can possess
several annotation types in combination. A similar consideration applies to the Do-
main feature (again, where relevant), which has many possible values both for LRs
and for tools and services: in these cases, the weights assigned toDomain values are
fixed and relatively small, again considering that multiple domains can be combined
in a single LR, tool or service. In addition to Domain, another feature that appears
both in LRs and tools and services is Conditions of use: the weights proposed for
this feature of the TFs are identical for the corresponding values of Conditions of
use across datasets and tools and services. In the case of (much) more restrictive
licensing terms, lower weights are assigned than to liberal use conditions, so they
contribute (much) less to the partial technological DLE score for the LRT in ques-
tion, and therefore to the overall technological DLE score for the specific language.

5.2 Configuration of the Technological Factors

Before coming up with the final implementation of the weighting and scoring system
for the TFs (see Tables 1 and 2), we experimentedwith a range of different setups.We
used the contents of the ELG catalogue as of early 2022, which at that time contained
about 11,500 records, out of which about 75% were datasets and resources (corpora,
lexical resources, models, grammars) and the rest were tools and services. These
records contained multiple levels of metadata granularity. The ELG repository had
been populated with LRTs following extensive efforts by a wide range of language
experts and reflected the input of this community of experts, mobilised in ELE, to
ensure comprehensive coverage, which is why we considered the ELG catalogue
representative with regard to the existence of LRTs for Europe’s languages, so it was
used as the empirical basis for the computation of the technological DLE scores.

The ELG catalogue includes metadata for LRs and LTs. In ELG, each resource
and tool/service has several features and associated values, based on the schemes
presented in Tables 1 and 2. Each feature was initially assigned a tentative weight to
calculate preliminary technological DLE scores of each language, comparing the re-
sulting scores of a number of alternative preliminary setups. During this fine-tuning
of the weights, we considered especially where each language stood in relation to the
others and how their relative positioning changed as a result of assigning different
weights to the various feature values. This was an efficient and effective method to
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gradually refine the setup of the TFs and propose the implementation of the weights
in the scoring mechanism that was eventually adopted (see Tables 1 and 2).

The experiments showed that the global picture of the technological DLE scores
for the languages of Europe tended not to change dramatically as the weights as-
signed to the feature values were manipulated.We experimented both with verymod-
erate and narrow ranges of weights, andwithmore extreme and differentiatedweight-
ing schemes. Since, ultimately, any changes were applied across the board to all
LRTs included in the ELG catalogue for all languages, any resulting changes propa-
gated proportionally to the entire set of languages, thusmaking any dramatic changes
rather unlikely, unless one deliberately rewarded (i. e., gamed) features known to
disproportionately affect one or more particular languages. It is clear that this would
have been a biased and unfair manipulation of the DLE Metric, and was therefore
avoided, as we wanted the relevant scores to be a fair, and bias-free, representation
of the status of all European languages with respect to DLE.

These preliminary experiments carried out in early 2022 to finalise the setup of the
TFs for the DLE Metric demonstrated that the overall distribution of the languages
tended to be relatively stable. This was due partly to the sheer amount of features and
possible feature values that make up the TFs. As a result, even if one changed the
weights, with the exception of minor and local fluctuations, three main phenomena
were generally observed while testing the DLE Metric and its TF scores.

1. The overall positioning of the languages remained largely stable, with a hand-
ful of languages standing out with the highest technological DLE scores (En-
glish leading by far, typically over German, Spanish and French, with the sec-
ond language having roughly half the technological DLE score of English), the
many minimally supported languages still displaying extremely low technologi-
cal DLE scores, and a large group of similarly supported languages in themiddle.

2. Clusters of languages with similar LT support according to intuition and expert
opinion remained ranked closely together, regardless of the adjustments made
to specific weights for individual features and their values.

3. Even when two similarly supported languages changed relative positions (i. e.,
language A overtook language B in terms of technological DLE score) as a re-
sult of adjusting the weights assigned to specific features and their values, their
absolute technological DLE scores still remained very close, and the changes
in ranking tended not to affect other neighbouring languages on either side in a
noticeable manner.

During the preliminary testing that eventually led to the final setup of the TFs in
the DLE Metric presented in Tables 1 and 2, we performed focused checks on pairs
or small sets of languages spoken by comparable communities and used in nearby
areas or similar circumstances, and whose relative status in terms of LT support is
well known to the experts. These focused checks involved, e. g., Basque andGalician,
Irish with respect to Welsh, and the dozen local languages of Italy (also with respect
to Italian itself), etc. Overall, the general stability and consistency demonstrated by
the technological DLE scores across different setups of weight assignments for the
various features and their possible values for TFs provided evidence of its validity
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as an effective tool to guide developments and track progress towards full DLE for
all of Europe’s languages. In essence, the setup eventually selected (Tables 1 and 2)
ensures that the DLE Metric optimally captures the real situation of all of Europe’s
languages in the digital age, tracking the progress towards DLE.

5.3 Computing the Technological Scores

Based on the above, the steps to calculate the technological DLE score which is part
of the DLE Metric are as follows:

1. Each LRT in the ELG catalogue obtains a score (ScoreLRT ), which is equal to
the sum of the weights of its relevant features (see Tables 1 and 2 for the weights
and associated values). Specifically for features Annotation Type and Domain,
instead of simply adding the respective weight, the weight is multiplied by the
number of unique feature values the LR in question has (see Section 5.1).
Example: Suppose an LRT in the ELG catalogue (LRT1) has the following
features: corpus, annotated, monolingual, with three different annotation types
(morphology, syntax, semantics), with text as media type, covering one domain
(e. g., finance), with condition of use research use allowed. Then, using the
weights as specified in Table 1, LRT1 is assigned the following score:

ScoreLRT1 = 5 + 1 + 2.5 + (3 ∗ 0.25) + 1 + (1 ∗ 0.3) + 3.5 = 14.05

2. To compute the technological DLE score for language X (TechDLELangX )
we sum up the ScoreLRT of all LRTs that support language X (LRT1, LRT2,
…LRTN), i. e.,

TechDLELangX =

N∑
i=1

ScoreLRTi

Similarly, any tool or service included in the ELG catalogue receives a partial
score with the same procedure, on the basis of the weights presented in Table 2. As
the ELG catalogue organically grows over time, the resulting technological DLE
scores are constantly updated for all European languages. These scores can be vi-
sualised through the DLE dashboard (see Section 7), providing an up-to-date and
consistent (i. e., comparable) measurement of the level of LT support and provision
that each language of Europe has available, also showing where the status is not ideal
or not at the level one might expect.
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5.4 Technological DLE Scores of Europe’s Languages

Figure 1 shows the technological DLE scores for all of Europe’s languages as of late
February 2023, obtained on the basis of the final weighting and scoring mechanism
described in the previous sections.

Not surprisingly, based on the TFs of the DLE Metric, at the time of writing in
early 2023, English is still by far the most well-resourced language of Europe, lead-
ing the way over German and Spanish, that follow with very similar technological
DLE scores, which are roughly half that of English. French has a marginally lower
score, which places it in fourth position. Italian, Finnish and Portuguese follow at
some distance, and it is interesting to note that the next cluster of languages that are
spoken by sizeable communities in Europe (e. g., Polish, Dutch, Swedish), still in
the top ten of the overall list of languages, have a technological DLE score that is
roughly six times lower than that of English: a stark reminder based on evidence
provided by the ELG catalogue and measured through the DLE Metric of the per-
sisting imbalances in the overall digital support of Europe’s languages, showing that
urgent decisive action is needed to achieve DLE (Chapter 4 provides a more detailed
cross-language comparison).

5.5 Open Issues and Challenges

The technological DLE scores based on the TFs do not take into account the size
of the LRs or the quality of the LRTs included in ELG. While these are important
features, there exist a large variety of size units for LRs, and the way of measuring
data size is not standardised, especially for new types of LRs such as language mod-
els. Regarding the quality of tools and services in particular, while some information
on the Technology Readiness Level3 scale is available in ELG, the large number of
null values does not make it easy to take this aspect into account for consistency
reasons. These are shortcomings that can be revisited in subsequent efforts, with a
view to overcoming these limitations and further improving the overall accuracy and
granularity of the technological DLE scores going forward.

As far as datasets are concerned, in particular, there could be benefits in setting a
minimum size criterion to include LRs such as corpora or grammars in the compu-
tation of the technological DLE score, e. g., to avoid using very small resources that
cannot be realistically applied in actual technology development scenarios. How-
ever, it is difficult to establish arbitrarily what this minimum size threshold should
be, also in recognition of the specifics of the languages of Europe. As a result, the
decision was made not to set any minimum size requirement for LRs. The thinking
behind this choice was that relatively small datasets are common in less-resourced
languages, for particular domains, etc., and there is the possibility to merge small
datasets to create bigger ones that would, in fact, be useful, for instance in domain

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_readiness_level

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_readiness_level
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Fig. 1 Technological Digital Language Equality scores as of late February 2023
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adaptation for MT, to mention but one example. More broadly, by proposing the
DLE Metric we intend to foster a culture of valuing all and any LRTs, especially
for less-resourced languages, judiciously balancing the importance given to the size,
quantity, diversity and quality of the LRTs, being mindful that several of Europe’s
languages are in dire need of support.

6 Contextual Factors

While the technological scores based on the TFs represent the technological support
of a language, they do not reflect the overall socio-political environment of a lan-
guage. There are other factors that influence how a language thrives in the digital
age, such as political will, funding, being the object of research projects, economic
interest, etc. The importance of creating a picture that reflects this environment of a
language community was recently also considered by other researchers. Several data-
driven studies analyse the relationship between the technical support of a language
and non-technological factors (see Section 2).

Related approaches attempt to measure the influence of non-technological factors
on the development of LRTs considering often only individual factors in the realm
of economy (usually the Gross Domestic Product, GDP), research (e. g., number of
publications in specific conferences) and the size of the language community. In the
DLE Metric, the Contextual Factors (CFs) are defined as the “general conditions
and situations of the broader context” of a language community (Gaspari et al. 2021,
p. 7). This definition includes factors from all areas of life assuming that those have
an influence on the development and use of LRTs.

Economy Factors in this area reflect the general and the LRT-specific part of the
economy. The overall welfare of the language community and the size of the
potential market are important factors for companies to invest in the development
of LRTs for a language.

Education The language and digital literacy level of a language community in-
fluences the use of a language online and on digital devices. Additionally, to be
able to develop LRTs, researchers with technical but also linguistic skills of the
respective languages are needed.

Funding Investment in research and innovation in the area of LT is necessary for
basic and applied research on which technology development is based.

Industry Companies, both well-established and startups, are important drivers of
the development and distribution of LT applications, tools and services.

Law The legal framework can hinder progress or steer developments in certain
directions.

Media The creation and distribution of news, newspapers, magazines, films, etc. in
a language constitutes, on the one hand, a possible large dataset for the devel-
opment of LRTs, and on the other hand, demonstrates the willingness to make
content accessible to the language community.
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Online The online representation of a language community indicates that active
community members are willing and determined to use the language in the digi-
tal world. Additionally, the availability of online data in the respective language
gives researchers or developers the opportunity to create LRs.

Policy Strategic plans and agendas at local, regional and national levels indicate
the political will to support a topic and the direction in which policy-makers in-
tend to lead society in the future.

Public Administration Public authorities represent the state to its citizens. The
inclusion and support of languages spoken in the country or region by public
authorities enables participation and utilisation within the society.

Research & Development & Innovation Innovations depend on basic and ap-
plied research and on the development of products that are ready for the mar-
ket. This requires a minimum of research positions in relevant institutions and
supporting infrastructure.

Society The social attitude towards a language has a great influence on howmuch
investment, effort and time are put into the preservation of a language by the
language community and by the state.

Technology The technological infrastructure reflects the possibility for a language
community to access and take a part in the digital world.

6.1 Computing the Contextual Scores

6.1.1 Data Sources and Collection

Initially, 72 potential contextual factors were identified through the collection of
factors considered relevant in publications such as, among others, the STOA study
(STOA 2018), the META-NETWhite Paper Series (Rehm and Uszkoreit 2012) and
EFNIL’s European Language Monitor (ELM);4 we also consulted with the 52 ELE
project partners. The 72 tentative CFs were clustered into 12 areas (see above) rep-
resenting different aspects of a language’s context (Gaspari et al. 2021).

To be measurable, each factor had to be quantified with an indicator, which de-
pended on the existence and accessibility of corresponding data. First, different data
sources were collected including, among others, EUROSTAT,5 ELM, Ethnologue6
and various reports and articles. Second, possible indicators for each factor were
considered and matched with the available data. GDP, for example, was considered
to be a suitable indicator for the factor “economic size”.

Eventually, 27 of the 72 initial factors had to be excluded due tomissing data. This
affected especially factors from the areas “research & development & innovation”,
“society” and “policy”. Data about policies is essentially too broad and reflects rather

4 http://www.efnil.org/projects/elm
5 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
6 https://www.ethnologue.com

http://www.efnil.org/projects/elm
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
https://www.ethnologue.com
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coarsely whether policies exist or not. For instance, the factor “presence of local, re-
gional or national strategic plans, agendas, committees working on the language, LT,
NLP, etc.” was quantified on data indicating whether a national agenda with regard
to AI and LTs exists. Considering also local and regional plans and the existence
and maybe also number and size of committees would require much more detailed
data. The factors excluded from the class “research & development & innovation”
covered mainly figures about the LT research environment, while broader numbers
about the research situation of the whole country were indeed available. Tables 4-15
in the Appendix show all factors from the preliminary definition (Gaspari et al. 2021,
2022b), their class and the indicator they were quantified with. Overall, 46 factors
were quantified with at least one appropriate indicator, and some with two indicators
representing different perspectives like total numbers and numbers per capita.

The data was collected in late 2021. Many sources provided their data as spread-
sheets, while some data was published as HTML documents. The data for 15 indi-
cators had to be collected manually from reports and articles. We attempt to update
the contextual factors on an annual basis. Preliminary tests indicate that updating the
contextual DLE scores for all EU languages takes up to two weeks of work by one
member of staff who is familiar with the structure and nature of the CFs.

6.1.2 Data Processing

The collected CF data was very heterogeneous: it had different formats, was based
on country or language community level, included differing languages or countries
and consisted of different data types. Data preparation took several steps, including
data format standardisation, harmonising language names based on Glottolog (Ham-
marström et al. 2021) and data merging. Some sources provided plain text from
which a score had to be manually determined. Features mentioned in the text, e. g.,
regarding the existence of a national LT policy, were quantified with a number and
this number was assigned to countries or language communities. If the text included
more than one feature, the numbers were added up, e. g., if a country published sev-
eral policies covering the topic AI and LTs. Table 3 (p. 68) shows a list of the indi-
cators transformed from plain text.

The DLE Metric processes data on a per-language basis. Thus, data collected on
the country level had to be converted to the language level. In total, the factors were
quantified with three different types of data, namely absolute numbers, proportional
numbers, and scores. Total numbers were split proportionally, using the percentage
of speakers of the language per country. The percentages were calculated through
population size and number of speakers. Due to some gaps and old records, experts
from the ELE consortium were asked to provide missing or more up-to-date and
reliable data. The figures for Alsatian, Faroese, Gallo, Icelandic, Macedonian and
the Saami languages were corrected accordingly.

Languages often taught as a second language (English, German, French, Spanish)
were only included in themapping if the language had an official status in the country.
For example, the figures for English consist of the figures of the UK, Ireland and
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Malta (in other European countries, English does not have official status). If the
language was an official national language in at least one country, only language
communities with more than one percent were included to simplify the mapping.
Total numbers per capita of a language community, proportional numbers, and scores
were applied to the language communities without adjustment.

If a language was spoken in more than one country, total numbers were added
up, while proportional numbers, scores and total numbers per capita were calculated
through the average; the different sizes of the language communities were partly
taken into account, hence, the data values of bigger language communities were
weighted double for the calculation of the average. However, a more complex inclu-
sion of the size of the language community would result in more fine-grained figures,
which would probably affect the contextual DLE scores to some extent.

6.1.3 Calculation of the Contextual Digital Language Equality Score

The data referring to each language community was converted into contextual DLE
scores, which indicate the extent to which a language has a context that supports the
possibility of evolving digitally or not.Without the political will, funding, innovation
and economic interest in the respective region, the probability of achieving DLE is
low. Given the underlying complexity, in order for the contextual scores to be easily
conceptualised and comparable across languages, a relative score between 0 and
1 was assigned to each language, with 0 representing a context with no potential
for the development of LT, and 1 representing the best potential. To keep this part
of the DLE Metric as transparent as possible, we decided to base the calculation
on an average of the factors. Therefore, the intermediate goal was to calculate a
score between 0 and 1 for each factor. The language with the lowest value for the
respective factor was attributed 0, while the language with the highest value received
1. The following steps were conducted to calculate the contextual DLE score for each
European language:

1. Calculation of the range: highest value – lowest value;
2. (value−minimum)∗100

range = Percentage weighting of a language within the range;
3. The result is a relative value: to obtain a score between 0-1 the result is divided

by 100;
4. Apply steps 1-3 for all languages and factors;
5. Calculate the average of all factors per language;
6. Weighting of the scores with the three chosen factors of a. number of speakers,

b. scores based on the language status, and c. whether the language is an official
EU language or not.

The three weighting factors were considered to be particularly relevant for the
context to develop LRTs due to the influence of the number of speakers on the invest-
ment by large companies and its official status in the EU on the amount of funding.
The weighting included two steps: 1. calculating the average of the overall scores,
the scores for the number of speakers and the legal status and 2. adding 0.07 to the
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score for each official EU language. The second step was separated from the average
calculation, because the indicator consisted of two values, 1 if it is an official EU
language and 0 if it is not. The average calculation would result in an excessively
strong boost for all official EU languages. Hence, with the data for the contextual
factors available at the end of 2021, English already had a score of around 0.7-0.8
without the boost. Smaller values for EU languages would have penalised English,
which would not have represented reality.

We created five different versions of the possible configurations of the CFs to con-
duct a thorough comparative evaluation. The factors were classified based on a num-
ber of overall properties, i. e., if a data point can be updated automatically or if the
data is considered high quality (see Tables 4-15). Data quality was chosen to avoid
bias in the overall result caused by extreme maximum and minimum values. For ex-
ample, for the quantification of the factor “number of podcasts”, several platforms
were found which could have provided numbers of podcasts in different European
languages, but because of different target audiences, the values were highly skewed
to the languages spoken by those target audiences. Factors which were quantified
with data reflecting no big differences between languages were also excluded by the
quality criterion, e. g., the literacy level of all countries varied between 98 and 99
percent, i. e., hardly at all. To be able to update the metric on a regular basis without
much manual effort after the end of the ELE project, the possibility of collecting the
data fully automatically was picked as the other main criterion.

Based on these criteria, the following CF configurations were examined:

1. Factors with available data: 46 factors
2. Factors that can be updated automatically: 34 factors
3. Factors with good or high data quality: 26 factors
4. Factors that can be updated automatically and that also have good or high data

quality: 21 factors
5. A set of manually curated factors using four criteria: automatically updatable,

good/high data quality, a maximum of two factors per class, balance between
data types: 12 factors (Table 16 shows the factors included in this configuration)

Including fewer factors in the metric increased the risk of omitting an important
factor. On the other hand, including fewer factors also reduced the risk of distorting
the metric with more data.

6.2 Experts Consultation

Considering that appropriate baselines do not exist, we validated the five different
results through the consultation of experts. Individual contextual scores can be inter-
preted by comparing them to the scores of other languages.

The panel consisted of ELE consortium partners. We selected the members based
on their expertise and experience in the areas of LT, Computational Linguistics
and Linguistics. Moreover, the experts represented different European countries and
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were very familiar with the background of their countries and languages spoken there.
We reached out to 37 of the 52 ELE partner organisations. They received the results
of the five configurations of themetric andwere asked to provide assessments regard-
ing the languages they knew, to explain how they would have expected the results
to be, and to indicate the most appropriate configuration.

In total, 18 partners provided assessments. The feedback consisted of overall rat-
ings of the five configurations as well as detailed comments regarding individual
languages. As a consequence, most answers related to official EU languages. RMLs
for which feedback was received are spoken in the UK, Spain, Italy and the Nordic
countries. We received feedback on 56 of the 89 languages.

In general, using all factors was evaluated as risky due to the possible distor-
tion of results caused by data of bad quality. The results of configuration 1 were
considered unexpected, with high scores for languages such as Emilian, Gallo and
Franco-Provencial, probably caused by distorted data. The second configuration was
criticised, too, except for positive comments on the automatic nature of the metric.
The results were less distorted but evaluated as worse compared to configurations
3-5. The results of configurations 4 and 5 were similar. Focusing on quality data
improved the results significantly. With fewer factors, configuration 5 provided sim-
ilar results as configuration 4. Configuration 5 was assessed positively regarding the
transparency of fewer factors and the possibility to balance the classes.

Overall, the results of the fifth configuration were assessed to represent the con-
text of the language communities in the most adequate way, while there is still room
for improvement for a few languages. Table 17 (p. 73) provides more details.

Several suggestions for improvements were made. Since only pan-European data
sources were taken into account for reasons of consistency and comparability, one
recommendation concerned extending the data through relevant national and re-
gional sources. One expert pointed out that the context of European languages spo-
ken in countries outside of Europe was excluded, and these missing statistics on the
development of LRTs would greatly impact the overall scores, e. g., Portuguese in
Brazil. Another suggestion referred to missing factors, such as the inclusion of the
vitality status of a language being particularly important for RMLs, or the integration
of a factor representing competition of a national language with English as the other
official national language which often still dominates daily life, e. g., in Ireland, and
prevents more widespread use of the other national language in these areas. Another
idea was to replace the official EU status as a weighting factor with the country’s
membership in the European Economic Area (EEA), since these countries also have
access to European research funds.

Suggestions were also made regarding the presentation of the results. Language
communities having particularly complex political backgrounds aremost likely to be
misrepresented by a simple calculation based on country-specific data, and should be
highlighted and presented with the limits of solely data-driven work for such cases.
It was also suggested that languages without a writing system should be emphasised
as special cases for the development of LRTs.

Some feedback expressed reservations about the whole approach. A few review-
ers pointed out that a single methodology should not be used to take into account
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the different complex contexts and realities of Europe’s language communities. For
example, languages like Maltese, Irish and the other Celtic languages, which scored
better than expected according to our experts, are of note here. The relative prosper-
ity of the United Kingdom, even though it is no longer an EU Member State, seems
to boost the RMLs spoken in the UK, although in reality these RMLs are strongly
dominated by English. The same applies to Ireland, which has a strong economy,
a large ICT sector and significant investments in (English) AI and LT research and
development, but a very low level of support for Irish LT.

Another point of criticism was the inclusion of data not applied on a per capita
basis. As a result, despite having relatively good support, some small language com-
munities were unable to achieve a high score. The size of the language community
has an impact on the economic interest, investment, number of researchers, etc. for
the language, but for small language communities that have already invested a lot in
their language and infrastructure, some of the scores obtained may appear too low
compared to the expectations of the experts.

These criticisms can be debated at length, especially in the interest of finding
effective solutions to the identified issues, but are very difficult to avoid altogether
with such a quantitative approach as the one that is required to define and measure
the CFs as part of the DLE Metric.

These first stable results for the CF calculation were improved based on a more
fine-grained data mapping from country to language community level and the feed-
back of the experts. The aggregation of data points from different countries for lan-
guages spoken in several countries, e. g., French, was based on the average with a
boost for the data points collected from the countries in which the language has an
official national status. This process was replaced by the calculation of a weighted
average based on the number of speakers of the language communities which reflects
the distribution of the language communities better and prevents distortion through
too small or too big language communities. In addition, the boost for EU Member
States was changed to a boost for countries in the EEA, the vitality status was added
as a penalty for declining languages, and those competing with English as the other
dominant official national language were also penalised. The results of this adapta-
tion decreased the number of languages that eventually achieved an excessively high
contextual score.

6.3 Contextual DLE Scores of Europe’s Languages

In all examined configurations, the top third is dominated by the official EU lan-
guages, while the RMLs are part of the long tail to the right. Official national lan-
guages which are not official EU languages are ranked between the official EU lan-
guages and the RMLs. Figure 2 shows the final results after the adaptation.

As expected, English has the best context for the development of LRTs by far.
It is followed by German and French. Italian and Spanish are shown in positions 4
and 5. The position of Spanish after Italian is caused by the inclusion of data from
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Fig. 2 Contextual Digital Language Equality scores as of late February 2023
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European countries only. If data had been included from countries outside of Europe,
Spanish, Portuguese, French and English would have had much higher scores. After
the five leading languages, variations between the different configurations can be
seen. Swedish, Dutch, Danish, Polish, Croatian, Hungarian and Greek are ranked in
the upper half of the official EU languages. The official EU languageswith the lowest
scores are Latvian, Lithuanian, Bulgarian, Romanian,Maltese and Irish which joined
this group after the last adjustment.

Among the group of official national languages which are not official EU lan-
guages, Norwegian, Icelandic and Serbian are the top performers, achieving contex-
tual DLE scores in line with the middle- and lower-scoring official EU languages,
while Manx7 is presented as a downward outlier. Languages such as Norwegian,
Luxembourgish, Faroese and Icelandic achieve better scores than Albanian, Turk-
ish, Macedonian and Bosnian.

The RMLs are led by languages spoken in the more Northern countries like some
Saami languages, Western Frisian and Welsh or languages spoken by quite big lan-
guage communities like Catalan. A total of 23 RMLs achieve contextual DLE scores
equal to or lower than 0.05 in the final results, while 30 of the languages obtain
scores between 0.06 and 0.1. Kildin Saami and Griko are the languages with the
lowest scores.

6.4 Open Issues and Challenges

The contextual DLE scores calculated have some limitations (see Section 6.2). First,
expanding the dataset to include regional or national sources would result in 1. a
higher number of factors, 2. improved data quality, as the gaps in individual indica-
tors may be filled, 3. quantification of more factors with more than one indicator, to
reflect different perspectives, and 4. a more complex mapping to language commu-
nities based on regional data resulting in a significant impact on RMLs.

Second, the data cleaning procedure can be improved. One possibility would be
to replace outliers with values outside twice the standard deviation by the respective
maximum or minimum values of the data series. Data gaps could be filled using
data from previous years and skewed data could be corrected using a square root
transformation. These processing steps could decrease the impact of distorted data.

An improvement of the mapping from country level to language level could repre-
sent regional or urban-rural divides more accurately, especially for larger countries.
In particular, the missing mapping of proportional data, scores and total numbers per
capita has a major impact on the resulting contextual DLE scores. Here, regional data
could help calculate the average deviation of individual regions or language commu-

7 Manx and Jerriais have been assigned to the group of national languages without being an official
EU language, as both languages are recognised as official languages of Jersey and the Isle of Man.
Neither island is part of the UnitedKingdom, but crown dependencies. Therefore, the two languages
can be considered both official national languages or RMLs.
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nities from other proportional data and to transfer this deviation to proportional data
only found on the national level, and similarly for the total figures per capita.

Romaine (2017, p. 49) stresses the importance of an “on-goingmonitoring of indi-
vidual communities” for a reliable evaluation of the situation regarding language di-
versity, which was taken into account with the inclusion of the criterion of automatic
updatability of the factors. One problem concerns the eventual interdependencies of
the values: the scores of all languages may change if new values for some language
communities are added, even if the situation of another language community itself
has not changed. A temporal dimension could be added to mitigate this.

7 Digital Language Equality Dashboard

In order to provide a precise and easy-to-use tool for presenting and monitoring the
TFs and CFs that contribute to the DLE Metric, we designed and implemented a
web-based dashboard as part of the European Language Grid.8 It is available at:

https://live.european-language-grid.eu/catalogue/dashboard

The dashboard shows the contents of the ELG database as interactive visuals dy-
namically created by user queries, thus providing constantly up-to-date and consis-
tent (i. e., comparable) measurements of the level of LT support and provision across
all of Europe’s languages (Figure 3). The dashboard provides the figures, statistics
and graphs, as appropriate, for:

• the TFs and CFs of the DLE Metric, calculated according to the detailed techni-
cal description presented above;

• LRTs hosted in the ELG catalogue, which constitute the source/base data for the
TFs that are at the basis of the technological DLE score.

Architecturally, the DLE dashboard consists of two layers: the database of the
ELG catalogue and the frontend. The ELG database contents are indexed and saved
in JSON. Each user query retrieves the respective results from JSON and exposes
them to the front end. While the TFs are calculated dynamically (see Section 5.3)
and they reflect the status of the ELG catalogue’s database at the time of accessing
the dashboard, in the current implementation the CFs are calculated offline, stored
in a separate file and exposed to the respective tab of the dashboard’s frontend.

8 https://www.european-language-grid.eu

https://live.european-language-grid.eu/catalogue/dashboard
https://www.european-language-grid.eu
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Fig. 3 DLE dashboard showing the technological (top) and contextual DLE scores (bottom)
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter has introduced the definition of DLE adopted in ELE and has described
the DLE Metric, explaining the roles and setups of the complementary TFs and CFs
and how the scores are computed. By providing an empirically-grounded and realis-
tic quantification of the level of technological support of the languages of Europe, the
DLE Metric is intended to contribute to future efforts to level up the digital support
of all of Europe’s languages, most notably with the implementation of the evidence-
based SRIA and roadmap that will drive future efforts in equipping all European
languages with the LRTs needed to achieve full DLE (see Chapter 45). The DLE
Metric provides a transparent means to track and monitor the actual progress in this
direction, as the technological and contextual DLE scores can be visualised through
the DLE dashboard.

The overview of the TFs and CFs is accompanied by discussions of the scoring
andweightingmechanisms adopted for the computation of the technological and con-
textual DLE scores, following extensive testing and expert consultations comparing
alternative setups. The chapter explains the overall design of the features and their
values with the scores and weighting mechanisms that contribute to the DLE Metric
scores, based on data included in the ELG catalogue and the factors eventually se-
lected to represent the specific ecosystems of the languages and their communities.
As a result of this, the notion of DLE and its associatedmetric introduced in this chap-
ter represent valuable tools on which to base future efforts to measure and improve
the readiness of Europe’s languages for the digital age, also taking into account the
situational contexts in which the various languages are used via the CFs.

Thanks to the descriptive, diagnostic and predictive value of the DLEMetric, the
community now has a solid and verifiable means of pursuing and evaluating much-
needed developments in the interest of all languages of Europe and their speakers.
The DLE Metric is relevant to a wide range of stakeholders at local, regional, na-
tional and European levels who are committed to preventing the extinction of Euro-
pean languages under threat and who are interested in promoting their prosperity for
the future. Such stakeholders include decision- and policy-makers, industry leaders,
researchers, developers, and citizens across Europe who will drive forward future
developments in the fields of LT and language-centric AI in the interest of DLE.
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Appendix

Feature Value Weight

Resource Type Corpus 5
Lexical conceptual resource 1.5
Language description 3.5

Subclass Raw corpus 0.1
Annotated corpus 2.5
Computational lexicon 2
Morphological lexicon 3
Terminological resource 3.5
Wordnet 4
Framenet 4
Model 5
Each of the others (there are 15 more) 0.5

Linguality Type Multilingual 5
Bilingual 2
Monolingual 1

Media Type Text 1
Image 3
Video 5
Audio 2.5
Numerical text 1.75

Annotation Type Each of these – can be combined in a single LR 0.25

Domain Each of these – can be combined in a single LR 0.3

Conditions of Use Other specific restrictions 0.5
Commercial uses not allowed 1
No conditions 5
Derivatives not allowed 1.5
Redistribution not allowed 2
Research use allowed 3.5

Table 1 Weights assigned to the technological factors of the DLE Metric for language resources
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Feature Value Weight

Language Independent False 5
True 1

Input Type Input text 2
Input audio 5
Input image 7.5
Input video 10
Input numerical text 2.5

Output Type Output text 2
Output audio 5
Output video 10
Output image 7.5
Output numerical text 2.5

Function Type Text processing 3
Speech processing 10
Information extraction and information retrieval 7.5
Translation technologies 12
Human-computer interaction 15
Natural language generation 20
Support operation 1
Image/video processing 13
Other 1
Unspecified 1

Domain Each of these – can be combined in a single tool 0.5

Conditions of Use Unspecified 0
Other specific restrictions 0.5
No conditions 5
Commercial uses not allowed 1
Derivatives not allowed 1.5
Redistribution not allowed 2
Research use allowed 3.5

Table 2 Weights assigned to the technological factors of the DLE Metric for tools and services
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Factor Merging of the Scores Conversion from Text to Scores

Public funding avail-
able for LTs

Adding up scores for
each country

1 for regional funding
1 for national funding
1 for intranational funding
1 for ESIF
1 for EUREKA
1 for EUROSTAT

Legal status and le-
gal protection

Adding up scores per lan-
guage

10 for statutory national language
10 for de facto national working language
2 for statutory provincial language
2 for statutory provincial working language
1 for recognised language

Publicly available
media outcomes

Adding up two scores:
one score for language
transfer practices for cin-
ema works screened and
one for television works
broadcast

2 for dub
1.5 for voice over
1.5 for sub and dub
1 for sub

Adding up scores + divi-
sion by the number of an-
swers

Broadcast in original language: 5 for mostly/al-
ways, 2.5 for sometimes
Broadcast with dubbing: 4 for mostly/always, 2
for sometimes
Broadcast in original language with voice-over:
3 for mostly/always, 1.5 for sometimes
Dual-channel sound: 2 for mostly/always, 1 for
sometimes
Broadcast with subtitles: 1 for mostly/always, 0.5
for sometimes

Presence of local,
regional or national
strategic plans

One of the scores per
country

1 for no plan/strategy
2 for a plan without mentioning LT
3 for a plan mentioning LT
4 for a plan mentioning LT and minority and re-
gional languages

Political activity Adding up scores per
country

1 score for each document
1 score for each document mentioning LT
2 for each document exclusively about LT
1 for a document covering a specific language
2 for each document published 2020/2021
1 for each document published 2019/2018

Table 3 Contextual factors: Conversion from plain text into scores
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ECONOMY
Factor Indicator

Size of the economy Annual GDP
GDP per capita* **

Size of the LT/NLP market LT market in million Euro
Size of the language service, translating or inter-
preting market

Number of organisations from the industry in the
ELG catalogue* **

Size of the IT/ICT sector Perc. of the ICT sector in the GDP* **
ICT service exports in balance of payment* **

Investment instruments into AI/LT GDE on R&D in relevant areas*
Regional/national LT market No indicator found
Average socio-economic status Annual net earnings, 1.0 FTE worker* **

Life expectancy at age 60**
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 4 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Economy”

EDUCATION
Factor Indicator

Higher Education Institutions operating in the
language

No indicator found

Higher education in the language No indicator found
Academic positions in relevant areas Head count of R&D personnel
Academic programmes in relevant areas No indicator found
Literacy level Literacy rate*
Students in language/LT/NLP curricula Total no. of students in relevant areas* **
Equity in education Proportional tertiary educ. attainment* **
Inclusion in education Percentage of foreigners attaining tertiary educa-

tion* **
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 5 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Education”

FUNDING
Factor Indicator

Funding available for LT research projects No. of projects funded in relevant areas*
Score from the national funding programmes

Venture capital available Venture capital amounts in Euro
Public funding for interoperable platforms Number of platforms**
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 6 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Funding”
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INDUSTRY
Factor Indicator

Companies developing LTs No. of enterprises in the ICT area* **
Start-ups per year Percentage of “Enterprise births”**
Start-ups in LT/AI Number of AI start ups* **
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 7 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Industry”

LAW
Factor Indicator

Copyright legislation and regulations No indicator found
Legal status and legal protection Scores out of the legal status* **
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 8 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Law”

MEDIA
Factor Indicator

Subtitled or dubbed visual media Scores out of language transfer practices*
Scores out of answers about broadcast practices

Transcribed podcasts Number of entries in the CBA*
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 9 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Media”

ONLINE
Factor Indicator

Digital libraries Percentage of contribution to Europeana
Impact of language barriers on e-commerce Percentage of population buying cross-border**
Digital literacy No indicator found
Wikipedia pages Number of articles in Wikipedia* **
Websites exclusively in the language No indicator found
Websites in the language (not exclusively) Perc. of websites in the languages* **
Web pages No indicator
Ranking of websites delivering content 12 selected websites supporting the languages
Labels and lemmas in knowledge bases Number of lexemes in Wikipedia* **
Language support gaps Language matrix of supported features*
Impact on E-commerce websites T-Index*
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 10 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Online”
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POLICY
Factor Indicator

Presence of strategic plans, agendas, etc. Scores out of a list of the published national AI
strategies
Scores from questionnaire about strategies

Promotion of the LR ecosystem No indicator found
Consideration of bodies for the LR citation No indicator found
Promotion of cooperation No indicator found
Public and community support for resource pro-
duction best practices

No indicator found

Policies regarding BLARKs No indicator found
Political activity Scores out of the list of documents
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 11 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Policy”

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Factor Indicator

Languages of public institutions No. of constitutions written in the language
Available public services in the language Percentage of a maximum score about digital

public services**
Score for digital public services**

Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 12 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Public administration”

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT & INNOVATION
Factor Indicator

Innovation capacity Innovation Index* **
Research groups in LT Number of research organisations
Research groups/companies predominantly
working on the respective language

No indicator found

Research staff involved in LT No indicator found
Suitably qualified Research staff in LT No indicator found
Capacity for talent retention in LT No indicator found
State of play of NLP/AI No indicator found
Scientists working in LT/on the language Number of researchers in relevant areas*
Researchers whose work benefits from LRs and
LTs

No indicator found

Overall research support staff Head count of research support staff* **
Scientific associations or general scientific and
technology ecosystem

No indicator found

Papers about LT and or the language Number of papers about LT**
Number of papers about the language* **

Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 13 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Research & Development & Innovation”
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SOCIETY
Factor Indicator

Importance of the language No indicator found
Fully proficient (literate) speakers Number of L1 speakers*
Digital skills Perc. of individuals with basic digital skills* **
Size of language community Total number of speakers* **
Population not speaking the official language(s) No indicator found
Official or recognized languages Total no. of languages with official status*

Number of bordering languages
Community languages Number of community languages*
Time resources of the language community No indicator found
Society stakeholders for the language No indicator found
Speakers’ attitudes towards the language Total number of participants wanting to acquire

the language
Involvement of indigenous peoples No indicator found
Sensitivity to barriers No indicator found
Usage of social media or networks Total number of social media users* **

Percentage of social media users* **
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 14 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Society”

TECHNOLOGY
Factor Indicator

Open-source technologies of LTs No indicator found
Access to computer, smartphone etc. Perc. of households with a computer* **
Digital connectivity and internet access Perc. of households with broadband* **
Indicator marked * is automatically updateable – Indicator marked ** provides good quality data
Table 15 Contextual factors: Proposed factors for class “Technology”

Class Factor

Economy Size of economy
Size of the ICT sector

Education Students in LT/language
Inclusion in education

Industry Companies developing LTs
Law Legal status and legal protection
Online Wikipedia pages
R & D & I Innovation capacity

Number of papers
Society Size of language community

Usage of social media
Technology Digital connectivity, internet access

Table 16 Contextual factors included in the final configuration (configuration 5)
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Appropriate Ranked too high Ranked too low Contrary Opinion

English Irish Norwegian French
Dutch Italian Spanish German
Danish Swedish Portuguese Saami, Northern
Polish Hungarian Czech Latvian
Greek Croatian Romanian
Finnish Maltese Bulgarian
Estonian Faroese Icelandic
Slovene Scottish Gaelic Emilian
Slovak Cornish Sicilian
Lithuanian Manx
Serbian Saami, Southern
Basque Saami, Pite
Catalan Saami, Lule
Galician Saami, Skolt
Asturian Saami, Inari
Aragonese Sardinian
Welsh Romagnol
Griko
Lombard
Ligurian
Venetian
Southern Italian
Friulian
Piemontese
Ladin

25 17 9 4

Table 17 Contextual factors: Assessment of the languages in the final configuration (configura-
tion 5) by the panel of experts
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